#KeinFussbreit
Antisemitism and racism kill. Right wing terrorism is threatening our society.
The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle leaves us stunned and makes us angry. We commemorate the victims.
Our thoughts turn to all members of the Jewish community, all affected people, relatives of the victims in and
around the snack bar and at the further targets of the attack, as well as to all those who have long since ceased to
feel safe.
Two people were killed in the terrorist attack. The members of the Jewish community have only just escaped a
massacre. By now it is evident, that the perpetrator acted based on antisemitic and racist motives. He may have
committed the crime alone, he is therefore not a lone perpetrator - the crime stands in the following context:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jews, Muslims, People of Colour and all those who don’t fit into the inhuman conception of the world
of the (extreme) Right, can no longer feel safe and secure
More than 200 people have been killed by right-wing violence since 1990 in Germany
Consolidated militant Nazi structures, the NSU network and right-wing networks in German security
agencies
Lack of willingness to elucidate and bring about justice, as recently experienced in the NSU Complex
and in other radical right acts of violence
An unceasing trivialisation of the right-wing danger and a defamation and obstruction of democratic,
civil society and antifascist engagement
and an advancing normalisation of antisemitic, racist and inhuman mindset in parliaments, media and
the general public

We view this act as an attack on our society! A society in which we are committed to defend social and human
rights and in which all people should be able to live a self-determined life free of fear. Antisemitism, racism
and any form of group-based discrimination are not mere opinions that a democratic society must endure. They
lead to inhumanity, humiliation, discrimination and violent crime. We stand united and oppose this resolutely.
In this difficult hour, we stand together in solidarity and above all: indivisible!
We demand a consistent and complete resolution of all right-wing criminal acts of violence!
We call on everyone to show solidarity!
We will not allow ourselves to be played off against each other.
Together we express our grief, anger and compassion. On Sunday, October 13th we will walk from the
Bebelplatz in Berlin-Mitte to the New Synagogue in the Oranienburger Straße.
This call was initiated by people, activists and organisations from the #Unteilbar alliance. We invite all people,
groups and alliances who are committed to the demands and principles of the call to join us. The
demonstration was registered together by #unteilbar and the Jewish Forum for democracy and against
antisemitism – JFDA.
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